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Abstract
An actual trend in networking is the aggregation of traffic streams. This allows not only to k
the core equipment simple – while increasing the complexity at the network edge – but al
overcome scalability issues in the core network. However, traffic flows within aggregates
not distinguishable any more and therefore experience all fairly the same service quality w
can be harmful in multi-service networks. In this paper several different strategies for tr
aggregation are compared in an enterprise network scenario. In order to apply realistic t
sources, we carried out measurements of multimedia traffic streams, the results of whic
presented and discussed in detail with respect to different traffic characteristics. Finally, we
formed simulations on several different aggregation strategies in order to show that it is pos
to satisfy the individual QoS requirements of all real-time flows while maintaining an ove
high load – even with only two classes.

Keywords
Flow Aggregation, Traffic Characterization, Multimedia, Measurement, Simulation

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to scalability issues in architectures which originally did not support tr
fic aggregation like IntServ [2][13], the community started to put a lot of effort
defining sophisticated aggregation strategies which are either integrated in e
lished architectures or which are in consideration for the design of new arch
tures. IP tunnels within IntServ [10] is an example for existing architectures wh
the behaviour aggregates concept in DiffServ [1] and the label stack conce
MPLS [12] are examples for arising architectures. Unfortunately this architectu
provide mainly protocols to support the traffic aggregation but questions
‘which traffic types should be aggregated?’ and ‘how much bandwidth should
reserved for an aggregate in order to obtain a sufficient QoS?’ are degrees of
dom. With a quickly growing number of applications that are based on differ
more or less stringent QoS requirements, the decision of which flows shoul
aggregated and which should be kept separate gets increasingly difficult.

From the point of view of teletraffic theory, the smallest coefficient of variati
of the waiting time can be achieved if only flows with the same traffic characte
tics are aggregated. Because of the many different applications with specific
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requirements, the resulting number of classes would still be too large. Thus a
off between a small number of classes, allowing a high multiplex gain and a s
ple network but without isolation within the classes, and a high number of clas
offering good isolation between flows but also causing scalability problems in
core network, has to be found (see [4]).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the simula
scenario as well as the traffic types that are likely to occur in such a scenario
introduced. A detailed discussion of the measured traces of interactive video
respect to frame length distributions, correlation effects and temporal behavio
given in section 3. Finally, in section 4, different aggregation strategies are in
duced and compared with respect to their waiting time distribution functions a
important measure for QoS of multimedia traffic.

2 SYSTEM AND TRAFFIC MODEL

Fig. 2.1 depicts an enterprise network which is formed by LANs that are in
connected over a QoS-supporting WAN, which we expect not to essentially a
traffic characteristics. As we assume the traffic between the LANs within this n
work to be symmetric, we only consider the outgoing traffic of one LAN.

In our scenario all flows which belong to the same aggregate are forwar
into one unbounded FIFO queue. The classification of the packets is done ac
ing to the corresponding aggregation strategies which are introduced in secti
The isolation between the aggregates is achieved with an SCFQ scheduler
GPS (generalized processor sharing) approximating service discipline with
processing power requirements which is widely applied (e. g. [6]).

As our main focus is on the evaluation of realistic multimedia traffic sources
a realistic scenario, we assume to find a mix of audio, interactive and stream
video, and data traffic. The audio traffic is not only generated by IP telephony,
likewise by video conferences, which also produce the interactive video tra
(H.261 or H.263 coded). The streaming video traffic (MPEG coded) might co
from (net) news, distant learning or online multimedia documents and databa
Finally, the data traffic represents e-mails, FTP and web access.

We modelled the audio traffic (G.711 and G.723) as CBR sources (with m
rates of 84.2 kbps and 21.8 kbps respectively).

In order to take the not negligible autocorrelation between successive v
frames into account, we used traces of interactive and streaming video traffi
sources to our system. Concerning interactive video traffic, we carried out
measurements in our network lab in order to obtain detailed traces (see also
A discussion of these traces is part of section 3. Considering, that MPEG traffi
already exhaustively examined, we used the well-known MPEG traces from
Rose [8] as streaming video sources.

As the focus of the presented simulation study is on the obtained QoS of r
time traffic, the data traffic is modelled as worst-case background traffic. Th
fore we used M/Pareto traffic (α = 1.2, mean file size 3 KB, packet length 576 an
1500 Byte respectively) to represent WWW get requests and responses, e
and FTP, and sources with poissonian arrival to represent acknowledges (e. g.
2
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3 MEASUREMENTS & E VALUATION

As video material for the measurements we decided to use a political talk s
because of its large proportion of head and shoulder scenes (typically for v
conferences). Played by a video recorder, captured with a framegrabber car
coded, using the videoconferencing toolvic (available from [11]), the video was
transmitted over an empty 10 Mbps Ethernet segment to another PC. On its
we captured the complete header of each bypassing packet.

In order to obtain realistic traces, we only changed the settingscodec(H.261
or H.263),quality andrate control from the user interface. Considering (visible
quality, we chose two specific values to represent high and low quality followin
visual comparison of different settings. For the lower quality (10), we on
restricted the maximum bandwidth to 384 kbps and once let the codec us
much as it needed (up to 3 Mbps). For the higher quality (3) we chose a restric
to 768 kbps and none as well. Concerning the adjustable frame rate, a setti
15 frames/s provides a reasonable smooth picture sequence. Thus we ob
eight different traces from the same video sequence (approximately 25 m
which are denoted as <codec>-<quality>-<frame rate>-<max. bandwid
throughout the remainder of this paper.

In the following the measured traces are analysed according to different st
tical characteristics in order to understand their impact on the network, simul
in section 4. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the probability density function of
frame length for H.261 and H.263 traffic, respectively. It can be seen that thequal-
ity setting is dominant for its appearance while the different settings ofrate con-
trol do not influence the graphs that much. Both figures also confirm that H.26
intended to be used on links with smaller capacity and thus produces fra
which are in average shorter than the frames generated by H.261. A compa
with the chosen MPEG traces [8] shows that the MPEG traces are also quite
ferent with respect to the frame length distributions, but more similar to the H.
traces without bandwidth restrictions.

Figure 2.1: Edge/aggregation node in an enterprise network
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As both codecs use inter-picture prediction schemes it is important to ha
look at the coefficient of autocorrelation between adjacent frame lengths in o
to see the grade and the duration of the dependencies between successive f
Thus Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 depict the coefficient of autocorrelation of H.261 a
H.263 traffic, respectively, over the lag between two frames. It can be seen tha
curves start with a high value and then drop down with different slopes t
depend on the applied codec as well as on the restriction of the bandwidth, bu
case of H.261 – only hardly on the selectedquality. In order to be able to make
more concrete propositions, it is necessary to extend the series of measureme
other video material as well as to different settings. But anyhow one can concl
that in this case the parameterrate controlseems to be dominant whilequality is
less important. Nevertheless, it can also be stated that the codecs send –
allowed bandwidth does not restrict them – much more (periodic) informat
than with restriction. This behaviour can be especially observed in a slope in
3.3 that is more flat and shows a periodic pattern. Compared to the autocorrel
of the MPEG traces, the obtained curves appear quite different and do not s
the same extreme, periodic pattern.

To complete the evaluations of the correlation, we calculated the Hurst p
meters from variance-time plots of all measured traces, which we found to be
range from 0.69 to 0.77. Thus they are below those of the MPEG traces which
usually higher than 0.8. Summarizing, it can be stated, that the measured int
tive video traffic has a long-term correlation between successive frames that
not be neglected, while the traces show quite significant differences to the MP
traces with respect to frame characteristics.

Besides the above described characteristics, the resulting frame rate is of
cial interest because its degradation leads to a shaky picture sequence
change of the interarrival time of successive video frames. We found out that
H.261 traffic without bandwidth restriction is able to meet the frame rate
15 frames/s1. All other settings show a significant degradation of the frame rate
case of bandwidth restriction (down to 3 frames/s). This behaviour can
explained by a few long frames – caused through scene changes or movem

1. If the frame rate is ongoing underneath the chosen setting, either the available bandwidth or
the processing power are generally too low.

Figure 3.1: Probability density function of the
frame length of H.261 frames

Figure 3.2: Probability density function of the
frame length of H.263 frames
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that use the whole restricted bandwidth. Even the packets which are forme
partitioning of frames which exceed 1000 Bytes are not sent equally spaced
the link. Thus, it cannot be assumed that the interarrival time between succe
frames or packets of the same frame is independent, or even constant.

In order to consider all above mentioned effects of the different settings,
decided to directly use the packet traces for our simulation study, discussed i
next section. In difference to the presented and analysed (video) frame trace
packet traces are already segmented in packets with a maximum length of ar
1000 Bytes.

To cover a broad range of traffic originated by video conferences while s
keeping the number of different sources small to be able to interpret the obta
results, we decided to use the traces h261-10-15-none (mean rate 526.4 kbp
h263-3-15-none (mean rate 901.2 kbps). We did not use the low quality of H.
because the visual quality was not good enough to be realistic in an enter
environment. The traces without bandwidth restrictions were chosen to repre
an upper bound concerning the coefficient of autocorrelation.

4 SIMULATION STUDY

One of the unsolved questions related to traffic aggregation is, how m
classes of traffic are really needed and moreover, how much bandwidth has
allocated to each of these classes in order to obtain a sufficient QoS for the
tained traffic. Working on that problem, we carried out simulation studies to co
pare different aggregation strategies. As an important measure of QoS not on
multimedia traffic, we used the complementary waiting time distribution functi
(waiting time CDF).

As our main focus is on a network with not too much complexity, we com
pared the allocation of weights according to the mean bandwidth and accordin
the effective bandwidth2 of the respective traffic types (determined by simulatio
as the probability of 10-3 to exceed a maximum delay of 20 ms in the edge nod

2. The effective bandwidth does not stand in opposition to the postulated simplicity of the net-
work, because it is sufficient to use two static curves „number of sources“ versus „factor for
rate reservation“ – one for interactive video and one for streaming video – to determine the
weight that has to be allocated to the scheduler if the traffic pattern changes. For audio and
data traffic, we suggest to allocate mean rates.

Figure 3.3: Autocorrelation of H.261 traces Figure 3.4: Autocorrelation of H.263 trac
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It is appropriate to mention here that the weights allocated to an SCFQ sc
uler are of relative nature as the link bandwidth is divided proportionally to
weights of the actually active sources. This is especially important for the ba
width that is not allocated at all or temporarily not needed because it can be
by other aggregates proportionally to their weights. Furthermore it should
explained that all GPS emulating schedulers have an implicit coupling betw
reserved bandwidth of a class and its experienced delay because the time be
two consecutive grants is proportional to the reserved share of the bandwidth

Besides an aggregation strategy with2 classes, we compare two different pos-
sibilities of having3 classes,and 4 classeswith the reference curves of tota
aggregation (1 class) andper-flow queueing.

In 2 classes– the often postulated subdivision in a real-time (stream) and
non-real-time (elastic) class (e. g. [7]) – all audio and video traffic is multiplex
in one queue and isolated from data traffic which forms the second class.3 classes
interactive considers the fact, that the streaming video has not so string
requirements concerning delay, but on the other hand should be isolated from
traffic as that is based on UDP. Therefore audio and interactive video traffic f
one class, streaming video traffic the second class and data traffic the third
3 classes videois an approach to isolate the small audio traffic (first class) fro
the video traffic (second class) while still being able to obtain a multiplexing g
among all video sources. Finally,4 classesis the extreme in our scenario, becaus
one class is used for each of the four different traffic types.

In our simulation scenario3 we chose a combination of 25 audio source
(G.711, G.723) and 5 video sources (H.261, H.263, MPEG) of each type an
combined data sources. This leads to a bandwidth ratio
audio : interactive video : streaming video : dataof 1 : 3 : 1 : 5, which we
believe to be a reasonable value in the chosen scenario. The sum of the
bandwidth of all sources is 23.3 Mbps, while the sum of the effective bandwidt

3. We used a simulation program, modeled and built from components of a simulation library
developed at our institute. The playout of each trace was delayed compared to each other du
ring the transient simulation phase in order to avoid synchronization effects on the packet level
and to take into account that only one trace is used for five interactive sources, respectively.

Figure 4.1: Waiting time CDF with mean rate
allocation for audio

Figure 4.2: Waiting time CDF with effective
bandwidth rate allocation
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quite higher at 39.9 Mbps. The link bandwidth was chosen to be 27.5 Mbps wh
equals a carried traffic of 0.85.

Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 show the complementary waiting time distribution fun
tions of audio traffic, which is certainly most critical because of its stringe
requirements in terms of delay and jitter, and its relative small bandwidth. It
be seen, that for mean rate allocation a sufficient service for audio is only pos
when kept in a class for itself (3 classes videoand4 classes). This is due to the
fact, that in the other cases the video traffic dominates the aggregate and ther
the performance. When allocating according to the effective bandwidth the cu
show a rather similar behaviour (with2 classesbeing the best) and the audio traf
fic keeps the statistical delay bound even for only two classes. It should be m
tioned here, that this allocation strategy leads to a higher bandwidth reservatio
especially the video traffic, which is substracted from the data traffic and there
worsens its service as expected.

Figures of interactive and streaming video sources are omitted here du
space reasons. But it can be said that if the reservation is carried out accordi
the effective bandwidth the curves are similar to the presented curves in Fig
while the curves for mean rate allocation are somehow worse. Thus comple
and performance suggest to use only two classesstreamfor real-time traffic and
elastic for non-real-time traffic.

To get an idea of the stability of the simulation results, Fig. 4.3 and Fig.
show the complementary waiting time distribution function for the real-time cla
(2 classesaggregation strategy) with mean rate allocation as well as rate allo
tion according to the effective bandwidth, depending on the link bandwidth (a
the carried traffic, respectively). While it is possible for increasing link bandwid
(30 Mbps/carried traffic of 0.78) to keep the statistical delay bound with mean
allocation as well (overprovisioning), this approach is not viable for a pretty h
load on the link. Remarkable is the fast deterioration of the service quality, w
the carried traffic exceeds 0.8. For the effective bandwidth allocation a hig
loaded link is feasible while still having some reserve for bandwidth fluctuat
without worsening the real-time traffic too much.

Figure 4.3: Waiting time CDF with mean rate
allocation for stream class

Figure 4.4: Waiting time CDF with effective
bandwidth rate allocation
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In the first part of this paper, we presented the evaluation of measured inte
tive video traffic. Our focus was on the impact of changes in the parameter
tings (accessible via the user interface) on the traffic characteristics. We dis
ered that not only the characteristics of successive frames are heavily depe
on these settings, but also the temporal behaviour of the codecs.

In the second part we used the evaluated traces, together with MPEG tr
audio and data sources in order to obtain measures of the QoS of multimedia
fic. Therefore we compared the results gained from different aggregation
bandwidth allocation strategies. Our simulation results confirm that – in our s
nario – two classes provide sufficient QoS support for all applications if
respective rates are allocated according to the effective bandwidth. Furtherm
we showed that this statement also holds true if the load on the link is increa
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